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Introduction
This is the first occasion for some time that such numbers of candidates
have been entered for an A/S Judaism Examination at Edexcel and it is
pleasing that most candidates performed competently in this new paper,
whilst a number were very successful indeed, gaining marks in highest
levels of the marking criteria.
Q01
Question Introduction
Question One
Candidates gaining marks in Level Three selected their material to focus
on the most important contributions of Rashi, including his
commentaries forming the basis for Rabbinic Judaism. Candidates were
proficient in their use of terms, such as ‘targum’ with the aim of making
the Talmud intelligible. There was evidence of a breadth of material
including reference to the diaspora.
Weaker answers tended to be brief and generalised and failed to assess
the most important contributions of Rashi.

Introduction
Topic: Sources of wisdom and authority: 2.2a. Judaism
Specification.
Trigger Word: Explore. Religious Studies Specification: Appendix 1:
Command word definitions. Page 77
Examiner Comment
Accurate details about Rashi are given and also there is a close focus
upon specific important contributions that he made to Rabbinic Judaism.
Examiner Tip
Carefully select detailed relevant material to give a full but concise
answer.
PLAN YOUR ANSWER CAREFULLY. BE AWARE OF TIME CONSTRAINTS.
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8RS0_4E_Q02
Question Introduction
Question Two
Answers gaining marks in Level Three clarified some ideas and views
about the expression ‘Jewish Identity’. For example, some analysed key
ideas associated with the ‘chosen people’ coupled with an understanding
of ‘covenants’. There was evidence of reasoned judgement about
Orthodoxy and Reform views about Jewish identity. Candidates assessed
well selected themes on Moses, beliefs about Revelation and antiSemitism.
Weaker answers commented upon Jewish Identity but failed to assess
the importance of preserving it.

Introduction
Topic:Religious beliefs, values and teachings. Judaism Specification
1.4b.
Trigger word: Assess. Religious Studies Specification: Appendix 1:
Command word definitions. Page 77.
Examiner Comment
A comprehensive overview. Wide range of knowledge, specialist
language and terminology. Coherent and reasoned judgements made.
Examiner Tip
This answer requires AO1 and AO2 material.
Focus on the question and be detailed yet concise.
PLAN YOUR ANSWER CAREFULLY AND BE AWARE OF TIME
CONSTRAINTS.
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8RS0_4E_Q03
Question Introduction
Question Three
Candidates gaining marks in Level Three assessed evolving religious
practices within Reform Judaism. They were credited with a range of
material on practices such as liturgy, language, music, ceremonies and
gender issues in this context. Candidates placed their material in context
by judicious reference to Orthodoxy. The higher marks were achieved by
those demonstrating the breadth of evidence required for close focus
upon the question.
Weaker answers gave more generalised statements without a specific
assessment of the major observances within Reform Judaism. These
tended to describe Reform as ‘being less strict’ without giving details of
‘how’.

Introduction
Topic: Practices that shape and express religious identity. Judaism
Specification 3.2f
Trigger Word: Assess. Religious Studies Specification Appendix 1:
Command word definitions. Page 77
Examiner Comment
Close focus on the question. A wide range of knowledge, specialist
language and terminology used appropriately. Coherent and reasoned
judgements.
Examiner Tip
AO1 and AO2 material required.
Focus closely on the question and select material carefully. Give a full
but concise answer.
PLAN ANSWER CAREFULLY AND BE AWARE OF TIME CONSTRAINTS.
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8RS0_4E_Q04
Question Introduction
Question Four
4a) The answers gaining marks in Level Three were rooted within a
Jewish context, including Jewish sources and especially referring to the
Ethics of the Fathers. Key contributors were mentioned such as
Maimonides. Candidates were credited with material on ‘love’ in relation
to tensions with justice but also love in relation to topics such as
marriage and homosexuality.
Weaker answers tended to be generalised.
4b) Candidates gaining marks in Level 4 closely focused on the demands
of the question demonstrating a wide range of knowledge, specialist
language and vocabulary. Answers reflected coherent and reasoned
judgements supported by evidence.
In this question there was some repetition of answers given in 4a and
some described ethical monotheism without applying it to the question
regarding its significance..

Introduction
Topic: Religious beliefs, values and teachings 1.1 : Judaism
Specification .
Religion and Society. 6.2 : Judaism Specification.
Trigger Words: Explore (4a) and Analyse (4b). Appendix 1 :
Command word definitions.
Religious Studies Specification Page 77.
Examiner Comment
4a) Sound knowledge and focus on the question.
4b)Close focus upon the question and discussion relating to beliefs
about ethical monotheism within Reform and Orthodox Judaism; value
of ethical monotheism; the Covenant with Moses and problems
in relating the Covenant to the Holocaust and significance of the Ethics
of the Fathers.
Examiner Tip
4a) requires AO1 material only.
4b) requires AO1 and AO2 material. This is a longer question for 20
marks and requires close focus upon the question, full knowledge and
discussion.
PLAN YOUR ANSWER CAREFULLY AND BE AWARE OF TIMING
ISSUES.(ALLOW ENOUGH TIME FOR THIS QUESTION)
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